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Town of Middlebury 

Development Review Board (DRB) 

Meeting/Hearing conducted online via Zoom 

Minutes of April 12, 2021 

 
Approved as presented 4/26/2021 

Members Present:, Kevin Newton, Chair, Gary Baker, David Hamilton, Jason Larocque, John 

MacIntyre, Anne Taylor and Mark Wilch 

Members Absent: Rick Emilo 

Staff Present: Jennifer Murray, Dave Wetmore  

Others Present: Jeremy and Elizabeth Parker, Jean Terwilliger, David Whitney, Nancy Malcolm, 

Sarah and Mike Reeves, Dutton Smith, Eisabeth Baily and Mike Connelly, Kirk and Mika Hart. 

Rose and Allen Smith and Mitchell Watson.  

MEETING AGENDA  

1. Application (file #2021-05:114.200-CU) is a request by Jeremy and Elizabeth Parker for 

development in the Forest District (FOR). Specifically, the applicants are proposing to 

construct a driveway and site a year around cabin in the FOR district, to be accessed from 

Washington Street Ext.  The Applicants property is a 100+ acre parcel located on the south 

side of Washington Street Ext. and includes land located in the High Density Residential, 

Agricultural Rural and Forest Districts.  

I. Call to Order- Kevin Newton, DRB Chair, called the meeting to order at 7:05 pm. Kevin 

reviewed the agenda and introduced DRB members. 

II. Approval of minutes-  

Motion by Gary Baker- Gary moved to approve the minutes of March 22, 2021 as drafted, 2nd 

by Jason Larocque. No further discussion, Motion to approve minutes, 5 yes, 0-no- Kevin and 

John abstained 

III. Conflict of interest and ex-parte communications- 

Kevin asked if any DRB members had a conflict of interest they wished to disclose. Jason 

Larocque expressed that his firm has a business relationship with VIA but has not done any work 

related to this application and expressed that he can objectively review this application. Board 

members agreed.  

Kevin asked if any member had ex-parte communications that needed to be disclosed. None 

expressed.    

IV. Parker hearing- review of application (file #2021-05:114.200-CU), Development in the 

Forest District.  

Kevin Newton- opened the hearing, read the warning and administered the oath to those present 

who intend to present testimony. Taking oath were Jeremy and Elizabeth Parker, Jean Terwilliger, 
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David Whitney, Nancy Malcolm, Sarah and Mike Reeves, Elisabeth Baily and Kirk Hart. Others 

in attendance expressed they were attending to listen only. 

Kevin- asked applicants to present an overview of their project and plans for the property.  

Elizabeth Parker- summarized their plans for the property as outlined in the project narrative 

submitted with the application. Plans include developing a sustainable regenerative diversified 

farm operation, incorporating acceptable forest management and agricultural practices. 

Middlebury will become their permanent home. They want to be good stewards of the property, 

working to build soils for carbon sequestration, and practicing good forest management as 

prescribed in their Forest Management Plan. The Parkers plan is to leave the property in better 

condition than they found it. 

Kevin- suggested that the Board begin review of the Parkers plans, beginning with access. 

Jeremy Parker- the Parkers proposed conceptual design plan for driveway location was shared. 

The location of the access on to Washington Street extension (WSE) at the top of hill is located on 

the outside of the corner and was chosen for the site distance at WSE, no impacts to wetlands, 

utility power lines and safety. From WSE, the driveway would extend through the open pasture 

area near WSE and then through the Forest District (FD) to the farm complex and cabin area.  

Board questions- none at this time. 

Jean Terwillinger- shared new drawing, not accurate and not in packet, but provides a good 

overview. Showed WSE frontage and easement from Painter Hills development. The Parker 

property is a wonderful mix of fields and forest. Showed the dividing point between the HDRC, 

FD and AR district boundaries. Driveway traverses the FD and cabin is located on the edge of the 

FD.  SFH and agricultural complex is proposed to be located in the AR district. Jean expressed 

that her understanding is that the SFH and farm complex are permitted uses and do not require CU 

approval. The SFH and farm complex is being designed to be characteristic of VT farmsteads.  

Kevin- has the applicant consulted with Emergency services yet? No not yet 

Kevin- Board member questions? 

Anne- why build the cabin as proposed rather than closer the WSE? Elizabeth confirmed it is a 

beautiful spot and they are willing to overcome the challenges associated with siting the cabin 

there. Jean expressed that as part of the Parkers masterplan the cabin would be within easy walking 

distance to the future Parkers future home and farm complex. 

Anne- what will the cabin be used for once the Parkers home is built? Jeremy stated it would be 

used as a family and guest cabin. 

Jason- what are the site distances at WSE?  

David Whitney- in excess of 400-ft. Greater than the site distance at the Painter Hills development 

intersection with WSE. The access is sited at the high point, which takes advantage of traffic 

slowing down. This is a much better location than any other point along the Parkers WSE frontage.  

Jeremy- expressed that the access point complies with B-71 standard which requires 390-ft of site 

distance in each direction for a posted 35 MPH road, which WSE is at this location. WSE 

intersection with Painter Hills development is 40 MPH and site distance appears to be substandard. 
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Anne- clarify the public use of property, maintain trail network? Jeremy explained that existing 

bike trails have been established on the property east of TAM trail, since their purchase. The 

Parkers would like to maintain and continue to allow the public use of the trails, perhaps even add 

some.  

Anne- are there legal rights to the use of the trails? Applicants believe these are informal trails and 

have no legal right except for TAM. 

Dave Hamilton- will the WSE access require State or Town driveway site easement to preserve 

site distance? David Whitney responded that the State has specific guidelines and language as to 

how the site distance is measured. This will need to be determined. 

David H- are you proposing to discontinue the use of the Painter Hill access? The Painter Hills 

access crosses a class 2 wetland and the Parkers propose to keep this as a secondary access for 

emergency and utility use. Jeremy Parker expressed that they don’t intend to improve this 

agricultural access, keep as is. Don’t want to trigger State permit. Primary access would be WSE. 

David H.- is Painter Hill access culverted? There may be one. 

Kevin- is there a WSE curb cut currently? No but there was evidence of a historic one based on an 

orthophoto. 

Mark Wilch- would the Painter Hills access be abandoned even for agricultural use? Yes, that 

would be the intent once the WSE access was developed. Simply maintain for emergency and 

utility access.  

Dave H- focus of discussion has been on WSE access point. Will the rest of the driveway comply 

with the design standards outlined in the Regulations? Dave Whitney expressed that once grading 

plan is complete it will comply with the design standards. 

Dave H- what is the process to make sure emergency services are pulled into this review 

discussion. Dave Wetmore suggested that the applicant needs to stake the road out and conduct a 

site visit with them.  

Mark W- asked how long is the proposed driveway? Approx. 3000 feet.   

Mark W- expressed that for some emergency service vehicles a 125-ft. turn around is required, is 

that part of the plan? 

David Whitney- Turn outs are being planned along the driveway and the farm complex will allow 

for large vehicles to turn around.  

Public comments/questions- 

Nancy Malcolm- asked staff if there are restrictions in the Regulations about developing in the 

FD? Yes there are standards i.e. building envelop size, access to Town maintained road, forest 

management plan. 

Nancy- explained the history behind the Towns purchase of the Reynolds property that was located 

along the old Road between the Dutton and Parker (former Bushey) properties. The Town 

purchased it mostly because of the safety concerns related to the access points at WSE and 

Seminary Street Ext. In the end, the Town purchased the Reynolds lot and designated the old class 

4 road a trail. Since that time traffic on WSE has steadily increased and safety at that location is a 
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serious concern. She expressed that it is not a safe corner, perhaps one of the scariest in Town and 

cites the Selectboards efforts to limit use and access to the old road as evidence. 

Sarah Reeves- Sarah and Mike live directly across the road in the former Bushey house. She echoes 

the safety concerns that Nancy has expressed. They have seen numerous cars go off of the road at 

the corner. Visibility is very poor and they use one of their driveways to enter their property and 

the other to exit for safety reasons. She does not feel that the site distance is adequate.  

Mike Reeves- expressed that he frequently bikes and runs along the road, site distance through that 

area limits the safe shared use of the road. Cars do not slow down, 35 MPH is too fast for that 

corner. Mike was surprised to hear that the Parker driveway access could meet the site distance 

requirement. 

David Whitney- expressed that the neighbors’ concerns are well noted. He shared that the site lines 

at the point being proposed, actually provide greater site distances than the Reeves driveway 

because it is located on the outside of the corner which provides more site distance and compliance 

with the standards. The danger is for the traffic travelling WSE, not the traffic using the driveway 

access.  

Staff questions/comments 

Dave Wetmore- would the State allow you to improve the Painter Hills access? Jeremy expressed 

that the State would not likely consider improvements through the wetlands unless it could be 

demonstrated that the WSE access did not meet the standards. As proposed the applicants believe 

that the WSE access does meet the site distance requirements. 

Will a stormwater permit be required? Yes, more than 1 acre of impervious area is being proposed.     

Kevin- asked if there were other questions? None expressed. Kevin closed public comment for 

tonight. 

DRB- discussed that the Board would like comments from emergency services regarding the WSE 

access point and accessibility to rescue service vehicles. Jeremy and Elizabeth are not able to be 

here until the end of May due to Covid travel restrictions. The driveway needs to be staked out and 

a site visit planned with emergency service personnel, DRB and Staff. Public would also be invited. 

Dave should use the contact list to notify the public attending tonight of the scheduled site visit. 

Evidence will not be taken at the site visit and evidence learned at the site visit should be recited 

when the public hearing is reconvened. 

Motion by David Hamilton- I move to continue the hearing of the Parker application #2021-

05114.200-CU, to May 24, 2021 to allow staff and the applicant time to assemble and process 

additional materials and schedule a site visit (date TBD) requested in support of the pending 

application for the development in the FOR district. 2nd by Mark Wilch. Motion approved 7-yes 

and 0-no. 

V. Other Business- 

Jennifer- asked the Board to consider a minor change to the DRB Rules of Procedure. 

Specifically, regarding the term for DRB alternate. Alternates are appointed every year by the 

Selectboard. Staff believes that once an alternate has served and made a commitment for a year 

that perhaps the term should be for 3 years. DRB discussed options to this. Jen will bring a 

proposed amendment at another DRB meeting for this change. 
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Jennifer- shared that Kevin, Gary, Dave H and Mark (alternate) have submitted their names for 

the DRB. John Fredin has also submitted his name for the DRB. Selectboard will be appointing 

soon. 

Kevin- expressed that he would welcome anyone to take over being Chair of the DRB next year. 

Jennifer- noticed that guests of tonight hearing were using the chat feature to communicate. 

DRB felt this was inappropriate and that any comments need to be directed to the Board and 

guests need to have taken the oath first, .    

V. Adjournment  

Motion by Gary Baker- Gary moved the DRB to adjourn at 8:30 PM, 2nd by David Hamilton. 

Motion passed, 7-yes, 0-no. Meeting adjourned at 8:30 PM. 

Minutes Submitted by Dave Wetmore 


